Proteorhodopsin Overproduction Enhances the Long-Term Viability of Escherichia coli.
Genes encoding the photoreactive protein proteorhodopsin (PR) have been found in a wide range of marine bacterial species, reflecting the significant contribution that PR makes to energy flux and carbon cycling in ocean ecosystems. PR can also confer advantages to enhance the ability of marine bacteria to survive periods of starvation. Here, we investigate the effect of heterologously produced PR on the viability of Escherichia coli Quantitative mass spectrometry shows that E. coli, exogenously supplied with the retinal cofactor, assembles as many as 187,000 holo-PR molecules per cell, accounting for approximately 47% of the membrane area; even cells with no retinal synthesize ∼148,000 apo-PR molecules per cell. We show that populations of E. coli cells containing PR exhibit significantly extended viability over many weeks, and we use single-cell Raman spectroscopy (SCRS) to detect holo-PR in 9-month-old cells. SCRS shows that such cells, even incubated in the dark and therefore with inactive PR, maintain cellular levels of DNA and RNA and avoid deterioration of the cytoplasmic membrane, a likely basis for extended viability. The substantial proportion of the E. coli membrane required to accommodate high levels of PR likely fosters extensive intermolecular contacts, suggested to physically stabilize the cell membrane and impart a long-term benefit manifested as extended viability in the dark. We propose that marine bacteria could benefit similarly from a high PR content, with a stabilized cell membrane extending survival when those bacteria experience periods of severe nutrient or light limitation in the oceans.IMPORTANCE Proteorhodopsin (PR) is part of a diverse, abundant, and widespread superfamily of photoreactive proteins, the microbial rhodopsins. PR, a light-driven proton pump, enhances the ability of the marine bacterium Vibrio strain AND4 to survive and recover from periods of starvation, and heterologously produced PR extends the viability of nutrient-limited Shewanella oneidensis We show that heterologously produced PR enhances the viability of E. coli cultures over long periods of several weeks and use single-cell Raman spectroscopy (SCRS) to detect PR in 9-month-old cells. We identify a densely packed and consequently stabilized cell membrane as the likely basis for extended viability. Similar considerations are suggested to apply to marine bacteria, for which high PR levels represent a significant investment in scarce metabolic resources. PR-stabilized cell membranes in marine bacteria are proposed to keep a population viable during extended periods of light or nutrient limitation, until conditions improve.